"Don't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
because, like democracy and
freedom , many people you'll
never know anything about
have broken their hearts to
get it for you."
Alice Duer Miller

DON'T MISS
BARBARA ,WARD
TONIGHT IN
WOMEN 'S UNION

Campus Chest Begins Wednesday
All Out Effort For $1,500 Goal
Campus Chest will open its annual fund-raising weekend on Wednesday, March 13, -with a Tag Sale. Beginning on Wednesday and
continuing throughout the weekend Campus Chest tags will be for
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Voting on the. .Constitutional;
Amendment on the revising of
I the status of the President's
League will take place Monday
sale in and outside of the Spa. The tags will sell for whatever sum the and Tuesday outside the Spa.
individual wishes to contribute. This sale will initiate a full weekend i The Amendment has run in three
of many varied activities, the proceeds of which will be distributed by !"Echos."
Campus Chest to various worthy
organizations,
The Campus Chest Committee has
chosen a "Mr. Campus Chest." The
first clue as to the identity of the
mystery man will be found in this
issue of the "Echo," and subsequent
Dr. Philip K. Hitti, former been a consultant to several governclues will be given out daily for the
chairman
of the Princeton Depart- ment agencies, and in 1954 was ah
next week. Each guess will cost 25c,
ment
of
Oriental Languages and advisor to the Arab State delegaand each person may make as many
Literatures,
will speak on "Syria tion at the organization meeting of
guesses as he wishes. The winner
and
Lebanon
in
Middle East Affairs " the United States in San Francisco.
of the contest will be'announced on
on
March
12,
at
4 p.m. in the .Keyes A prolific writer in his field , his best
Saturday, March 16, at the variety
Building
through
the Gabrielson lec- known works are : "History of Syria
show, and will he the recipient of a
ture
series.
Including Lebanon and Palestine, "
trip to Paris, the gift of an anonyDr.
Hitti
was
the
first
director
of
"History of the Arabs," "The
mouse Colby parent.
the University's pioneering Near Arahs ; A Short History" and "LeEastern Program of Studies and bauon and History." These books
CLUE MO. 1
widely considered ,the top authority have been translated into a number
in the United States on Moslem cul- of Asiatic and European languages.
I EAT IN ROBERTS UNION.
ture. He undertook direction of the In 1953 he received the Medal of
ONE DAY
ONE
OF
MY j Near Eastern Program in 1947 when, Honor of Lebanese Republic, and in
TEACHERS ATE THERE WITH ] with the Near East becoming a vital 1954 he was awarded the Syrian
ME. ON THE PREVIOUS, DAY ] interest to the United States, 'it Merit Decration First . Class "in
HE HAD GIVEN A TALK IN was inaugurated with the support recognition on the part of Syrian
of educational foundations and pri- Government and its scientific instituWHICH HE MENTIONED MY
vate benefactors. Offering courses tions of your great contribution to
[ NAME.
in the culture, history, and langu- the advancement of scholarly work
ages ar ea, the program was tlie first in the field of Arab history in genin
American education enabling stu- eral and Syrian history in particuFair in Union Friday Night
dents
to prepare for eventual service lar." In 19S6 the Lebanese governThe annual Campus Chest Fair
in
the
fields of government, business, ment hestpwed its highest civilian
will be held 'at the Women's Union
'
and
teaching
posts. • .-•..
on Friday evening, March 15; Each
decrationi; the -Medal of the Cedars
campus : organization will be repreA graduate of , the American Uni- of Commander's , rank, upon 1 Dr.
sented at the fair, and each has versity of Beirut in 1908, Dr. Hitti Hitti.".
selected its own money-raising propo- joined the faculty there and taught
A naturalized citizen since 1920,
sition. Among " other things, the until coming to the United States Dr. Hitti has long been active in a
committee is again auctioning off a in 1913, as a representative to a number ' of organizations related to
late permission'for a women's dormi- World Students' Conference. He re- the study of Near East languages
tory. The Lambda Chi's will wait mained £o take his doctorate at Col- and politics and to promotion of
on table in the women 's dorms, and umbia and taught there from 1915 international cultural organizations.
the Alpha Delta Pi' s will do the same to 1920, when he returned to the He is .a consultant to the Ford Founin Roberts Union. .
American , University in Beirut. In dation and a past director of the
'
This year for the first time the 1926 he was called to Princeton as American Oriental Society. ' Among
variety show is being held in con- assistant professor of Semetie Litera- other officershi ps ho has held are :
junction with Campus Chest. The ture. He , was elevated to Professor the chairmanship of the Advisory
theme of this year's show is to be of Semetie Literature on the William Council of the Syria and Lebanon
"The Roaring Twenties." This and Annie S. Paton Foundation in American Federation- of Eastern
newly instigated idea of having a 1936 and was chairman of his de- States, 1941-1952 ; tho presidency
central theme will not alter the partment from 1944 to 1954. Since of the American Middle East Bej udging in any way. A committee his retirement in ' the same year, he lief , 1949-1954 ; and the chairman
¦will decide the best performance of has held lectures at Princeton, the of the Committee on Near Eastern
fraternities and sororities, and the Medi eval Academy of America, and Translation Program of the Ameriwinners will bo awarded prizes to be Harvard.
can Council of Learned Societies,
announced later.
.
A native of Shimlam , Dr. Hitti has 1S49-1954.
'
Scholarship Gets 40% of Fund ¦¦
Sixty per cent of all tho donations
will remain on campus, Of these,
forty per cent will be given to Student Government Scholarship. These
awards aro made to Colby students,
¦who , in tho opinion of the Student
The teachers of Maine , Ndw course on the history of tho Middle
Scholarship Committee, are most
¦worthy of tho scholarship. Tho re- Hampshire, and Vermont aro being East by the Division of Adult Edumaining twenty per cent of the offered an educational television cation and Extension . Colby 's Visiting Professor of History, Dr,
funds to stay on campus will be adRichard
A. Nowhall, is tho lecturer,
.
tho
"Pop"
Newman
vanced to
Tho
topic
, "Tho Middle East : T^nd
in
This
fund
was
established
FHind,
of
Crisis
began its series in Janu,"
L;
proNowmlm,
memory of Herbert
ary
and
will
continue until April,
fessor of religion and directory of
Tho
State
Departmeritof Educareligiou s education at Colby for 23
tion
of
Maine,
New Hampshire, and
j
ypars (1928-1950) and known to tho
Vermont
havo
approved tho course
students as "Pop" Nawman,
credit,
for
oortiAeate
Throo credits
Forty per cent of all proceeds .will
•will bo granted upon tho satisfactory
bo given to off-campus organizations.
completion of homo assignments
Of those, ton por cent will go to tho
based upon tho required reading,
Nogro Scholarship Fund and thirty
A final examination will bo given at
por dont to the World University
Colby and othor convenient contoi'R.
Service, Tho Nogro Scholarship
It is required that all teachers deFund givos opportunities to Nogro
siring tho throo credits pass tho
students striving for a higher eduoxam.
cation in an interracial environment.
t
Each voolc, Dr, Nowhall provides
Tho Worl d University Sorvico prohis unseen audience with enlightenvides lioalth, education and living
ing looturos concerning tho Middle
facilities for tho loss fortunate stuEast, a jmbjoot wJiioh was choson
dents of tho world. It was in conwith a view toward s public interest,
junction with this organisation that
RoadinR assignments aro givon and
Oolby hold its drivo for tho HunDR. N E W H A L L
Continued on Pago Sovon^
garian rofugoos this past fall.

Dr. Hitti Will Speak
On Middle East Aff airs

Newhall Presents T. V.
Adult Education Series

L e f t to right: Ellie Duckworth , Carol Anderson, Anita Falter

Two Dance Pro ductions
Go On Stage Tomorrow
Bug Beits Campsis;
751 Students Fill

Stravinsky's "Petrouchka'

and

c 'The Rite of Spring" are the two

programs '-to ¦¦he:: presented • by the
Modern , Dance Club, Saturday,
March 9 in the Women's Union.
Price of admission is 75c. All members of the club will be participants,
having worked out their own interpretations for the dances.
"Petrou chka" is the story of a
puppet wbo, after obtaining human
characteristics, falls in love with one
of the dancers in the festival . Even
though he turns into straw again,
there is the belief that he was really
alive. Eleanor Duckworth will portray the role of the sad puppet.
Supporting role are played by Anita
Falter, Carol Anderson, and Patricia
Maloney.
"The , Rite of Spring" . also by
Continued on Page Seven

J. lorio, T. Moore
On Oracle Staff

February 4, 1957, was an ordinary bluo Monday. Maybe there was
a little more excitement than usual
at tho Spa, since second semester
had just gotten off to a roaring
ststrt, Bub about two thousand foot
north of tho Spa things woro a little
different. Sovon boys, and one housemother, woro sitting in tho hall of
B,oborts Union—waiting. Soon a
lady dressed in whito oamo down tho
stairs, unlocked a door , and then
proceeded to pass out little white
cards with several . questions on
thomY What' s your nam e, what's
wrong, ho-w many exams are you trying to out P—4horo wero no oxams
to cut, and thoy didn 't know what
was wrong except |thoy had sore
throats and colds. Soon an aroma of
a Havana cigar out through thoir
stu (Tod nostrils, and a stubby,
chubby ; man wearing gold rim
glasses, n rod flannel shirt, and
carrying a black bag camo pufllng
up tho stairs. During tho following
days tho enrollment in that hall increased,' nnd tho Doo realized that
the Bug hod struck. Tlio Bug
Htartod around Boborts Union, but
Comtinuod on, Pago Ton

' The organization of the staff of
this years' "Oracle," scheduled to
go to press in the near future, has
been revised, and permanent literary and liusinoss advisers have boon
chosen. Mr. John Iorio will advise
tho literary department while Dr.
Torris Moore will help with financial
matters,
year's
Responsible for this
"Oracle' 3 is Janice Klom , editor,
assisted by Stephen Hayes. Business manager Frederick O'Connoll
and his assistant, Potor McFarlano
aro working with Dr, Moor©, Dennis
Ting is the staff photographer, and
photography i editor is Barbara
Huntor. Virginia True and Helen
Payson are preparing tho copy for
publication,
Katharine Sforos and Glonn Isaacson aro in charge of tho senior section , while Allyn Powoll and John
Dyson, assisted by Forrest Tyson,
HI , aro responsible for tho sports .
Francos Buxton is art editor and
William. Droll designed tho cover .
Bovorly Johnson compiled tlio history of *ho yoar, Nancy Harm on and
Barbara Churchill completed tho
studont directory.
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Another "Big Weekend If -

-We have been crying for more "big weekends," and now something
is being dtine about .it. Yet, no matter how much is done, the question
still remains whether everyone,will do his; and her share-in ma&ing the
weekend a success. The Winter Carnival Committee came through
with the help of the students. Miss Flanders is still trying to get students to take advantage of what they want. This is the great paradox,
but who can figure out why this sort of thing exists at Colby?
In the next few weeks, people will be working toward the date for
the Variety Show. Many don't realize it, but this has the makings of
another "big weekend" at Colby. Other schools have managed to
make something of'their Fund Drive; now it's our turn. More work
is being put into our Campus Chest weekend than ever before. The
Variety Show promises to be something like an amateur broadway
production, IF.
If all the fraternities and sororities do what they can, we'll have the
kind of weekend that we can look forward to each year. There are
many added features this year which have been related to us, and we
can't see why everyone can't have one of the best times ever at Colby
if everyone ton tributes. The Committees are-doing everything -that is
humanly possible. They have faith in outcome of all their labors. If
everyone puts as much time in their individual skits and attends the
Show, we're sure that there won't be any regrets.

Letter to trie Editor

Dear Sir :
The March 1 issue of The Echo carried a letter to the Editor that
I would now like to answer.
In the first place, this letter was confusing in relation to who the
authors were—they signed as "the Committee of Wesleyan students."
Furthermore, the stand they take in back of a U. S. arms reduction ,
via "letters to your Congressman," is a dangerous one and tends to
lead me to the conclusion that we students are not yet capable of
realistically and sensitively discussing subjects as complex as the world
military and ideological struggle in 1957. In case of the validity of
the last conclusion, I will attempt to rid my answers of all but basic
realities. I cannot guarantee the possibility that there won't be any
"fli ghts off into opinion-land," however.
Both Russia and the U. S. want to spread their ideologies throughout the world. Russia wants a Communistic world society while we
want to spread democracy throughout the world. (A footnote must be
added to this last statement, however. Fortunatel y, some Americans
are waking up to the realization that all nations are not necessarily
benefited by democracy. This awakening is mirrored by such things
as the successful play, Teahouse of the August Moon. Most of these
"enlightened" people arc not ready ,to admit the superiori ty of a
Nassar, A Peron , socialism , etc.—in their respective nations—over the
type of governmen t we live under , but , the tottering of the once infallible god of world-wide democracy is a step closer to reality. )
Generally speaking, however, most Americans want to "enslave"
the world with democracy. The* major difference between us and the
Communists is that they are far more practical and efficient. They
will try anything—lyin g, killing, "back-stabbing"—-to obtain their
end. Our end , by d efini tion , calls for "fair play" during the evolution
of the means towards this end. If we sat back and offered no resistance to our ideological enemy, the true Communist would be m o rally
o bliged to take advantage of us and to eliminate cither our beliefs or
our cxistanccs (depending on which gave out first),. Even if it were
true that we had nothing to gain by active participation in an arms
race, we would , in this race, have everything to lose by dropping out.
A continuance ' of our way of life necessitates the following of one
of three policies,
(1) A continued arms build-tip along with a policy of di plomatiGorUmucd on Page Three

Facult y Briefs

by Leslie Cohtt
"College is the lazy man's way of
getting an education. "
With this somewhat heretical
statement I introduce you to, the
man who uttered it, Professor Donaldson Koons, chairman of the Department of Geology and G-eography.
"Some men with a great amount
of perseverance have attained at
least the equivalent of a college
education. It is entirely possible to
systematically use a library and from,
it amass a vast amount of learning.
But how many people are willing to
do this ?"
Lest he plunge the student body
into humiliation , Professor Koons
qualified his opening statement somewhat. "Although it would be possible for a person to acquire a fantastic variety of knowledge by methodically reading through the . stacks of
a library, it would be inordinately
diffi cult for h im t o a dvance any one
particular field of knowledge. This
is where the all-important studentteacher relationship enters the picture. '"
"We must keep in mind that the
two most essential components of
any college are its students and its
faculty. Everything else—clubs , fraternities, and sports are secondary.
It is the personaPcontact between
student and teacher that provides

DR. COONS

the "'"inspiration for an \ eventual
specialization of learning on the
student's part. Only by means of
such specialization can knowledge
ever be furthered in our present
civilization. It is, therefore, .highly
essential that the teacher engage in
research and the pursuit of new ideas
which he may transmit to his students. A faculty member cut off
from research is like a Christmas
- Continued on Page Ten

Qua rtet Plays At
President's Home

On Sunday evening, March 3, the
last in a series of informal musical
gatherings was held at the home
of President and Mrs. Bixler. Tho
early part of the evening was devoted to a rendition of Beethoven ' s
String Quartet, Opus 18, No. 6, in
B flat . Eleanor Duckworth played
first violin , Gwon Parker , second
violin , Mrs! Bixler , viola, and Judy
Wiggins, 'cello,
This j \vas followed by refreshments
and group singing, . with President
Bixler on the piano. Tho music included English, Welsh and ( American folksongs, Gilbert and Sullivan
numbers, and several college favorites, suoh as "On tho Banks of the
Old Kennebec ," "Lord Jo/Troy Amherst" and "Where, 0 Whoro Are
tho Pea-green Freshmen P"
President and Mrs, Bixler gave
throo inusioal evenings during the
first semester, The first featured/
Mr. lie, who compared the classical;
and romantic approaches tp music,
with particular reference to the
works of Beethoven, Mr. Oomparotti
spoko at tho second on Italian opera.
At the third , President Bixler himsel f spoke on Wagner 's "Die MoistordiDgor. "

Campus Comm ent
by Arthur Goldschmidt
George Welch's article in last weeks "Campus Comment" dealt
with the Religion Convocation from a refreshing and enlightened
point of view. There can be little doubt, j udging from the" high student turnout, that the convocation at least temporarily revived campus interest in religious matters. Whether or not it answered "some
campus questions on religion" is debatable, for it is hard to give a
simple answer to any question bearing on religion. The success of the
convocation could better be estimated by the number of questions it
raised about religion for subsequent student discussion.
Another result we might expect to see from the Convocation, if it
was ,successful,-is a lasting interest in the religious activities on campus.
Since most religious groups have been dormant during the second
semester, we can observe no revival of student interest along this line.
To he sure, the S. C. A. has held several meetings recently, notably
the misnamed "Quaker Meeting" last Sunday evening. The handful
of students who attended agreed that they benefited a great deal- from
the half hour spent in silent contemplation. It is valuable to sit in a
group and meditate, rather than talk, but this innovation probably
could not . become a regular practice. Let us suggest only that a
meditation service should not be closed to contributions by the participants when the spirit moves ¦them. Often, enthusiastic discussions
arise during an actual Friends meeting which are far more enlightening than most sermons, or even a half hour of complete silence.
Revival of religious interest is riot evident in chapel attendance.
About twenty-five students attend daily chapel regularly—about two
percent of the totar enrollment. Less than one-tenth of the student
body went to chapel last Sunday, despite President Bixler's suggestion
to students who must attend church downtown that they try to attend
the chapel service as well. The .attendance problem at daily chapel,
it might be said, was not helped by a recent incident in which the
speaker who was supposed to take the service never showed up.
What are the actual results of Religious Emphasis Week? However successful the program may have seemed two weeks ago, the
actual benefits have worn off rapidly. Once again, following Religious
Emphasis Week, we can settle back to;fifty-qne weeks of religious deemphasis. Perhaps religion is out of place at the modern college. Mr.
Todrank states that you cannot say, "Goodbye God, I'm going to
college." If so, are we merely taking a four year's leave of absence?
Perhaps the opportunities for religious expression have dimmed in
appeal. Are the small7 and quiescent religious groups among those
extra-curricular activities that yield no benefit to the student?
Very well; if religion has^ceased to play a part in campus life, let
us stop kidding ourselves. Let us abolish all religious groups and activities, or at least suspend them for a one month period.. The extent
of the student protest should then enable us to judge how necessary
they are in campus life. This suggestion ' might serve as a last resort.
It fails to account for the fact that some students do avail themselves
of the opportunities for religious expression and many more would if
academic and extra-curricular conflicts did not interfere. Yet student interest is far from what one would expect. Interest will not be
Continued on Page Ten

Colby 's Honor Societies
Cap and Gown

Membership in the Colby Cap and Gown is considered the highest
non-academic honor which can come to an undergraduate in the
women's division. This society's purpose is to stimulate leadership and
enrich college life. The members, seven women chosen during May
of their Junior year by the Senior members and faculty selected by
them, try to encourage participation in, and support of,, college activities, both by precept and example. Qualifications of membership are :
awareness to life as shown by active support of all college projects,
enthusiasm and optimism, insight and tolerance, friendliness and the
ability to lead, generosity, creditable scholarship, and intensity of personal living. This organization is considered a high honor and a
sacred trust since it is unique not in merely recognizing leadership but
in giving leadership a year of opportunity in which to contribute to
the college^ These women, by their personality, have to be fitted to
initiate, promote, and uphold college activities and standards.
Cap and Gown often works hand in hand with Blue Key by sponsoring such events as Johnson Day and the Faculty Child ren 's Christmas Party. Members usher at Commencement and help as hostesses
on Parent's Weekend and at the President's Reception for the incoming Freslimen. Women's Student League elections are run by Cap
and Gown and another activity of the group is sponsoring the AllCollege Banquet.
The members are currently rc-writing Colbiana ," a book sent to
all incoming Freshmen women , describing college life. Also, Cap
and Gown is working on ,a program to'more clearly define the duties
of class officers . This year the president is Grace Bears, and the, secre"(
tary is Mary Lawrence.
Honorary adult members may be chpsen. The three honorary members now arc Dean Tompkins ,'M rs. Bixler, and Miss Nichols.

Oolby Participates Oakland Church Midge Godlin, Bennin gton Student , Stu 6 Reports On
In Debate Oontest Repainted by SCA Teaches Modern Dance Classes Here march 4 Meetin g

Eight Colby students participated
The Student Christian Association
in the Maine Intercollegiate Forensponsored
a work treat at the Oaksic Festival at 'Bowdoin College,
land
Methodist
Church on Maich
March 2. The festival was divided
under the direction of Colby
2-^3
into four categories : Interpretation
sophomore Frank Seebode and the
of .Prose, Original Oratory, Extemminister
of the Church, Rev. Christoporaneous Speaking, and Interprefer.
Sixteen
Colby students particitation of Poetry. The Colby participated
in
an
interior
decoration propants were : Philip Ives, John Muir,
ject.
Gaile Noble, John Cameron, Donald
The main projects tackled by the
Kennedy, John Fisher, Robert Pettegroup
were washing down the ceilgrew, , arid John Baxter. Superior
ing
and
walls of the downstairs
ratings were won by John Baxter
rooms in preparation for painting,
and John Cameron.
painting a portion of the floor, dustThe speeches were as follows :
ing hymnals, setting the sanctuary
Philip Ives — "The Side Walk" "by
back in top-shape , order after a^
Steve Allen ; Jan Muir — fThe
major paint job had been done on
Death of the Dauphin" by Alphonse
Daudet ; Gaile Noble — "Don't Sell the walls, washing curtains and sortthe Bones of Your Father"; John ing candles. The project was not all
Cameron — "The Egghead" ; Donald hard work for singing and refreshKennedy — "The Republican Presi- ments made a pleasant afternoon
dent Candidate in 1960" ; John
Fisher — "The President's Middle break. The occasion was highEast Doctrine" ; Robert Pettegrew. lighted by a supper served hy some
— ' 'The Lovesong of J. Alfred Pru- of the ladies of the parish.
frock" by T. S. Eliot ; John Baxter
— "Portrait of A Lady" by T. S.
Eliot.
Saudi Arabia and one of our basic
Bates College, Bowdoin College, laws, the law of supply and demand,
Colby College, and the University of
justified the price as the law" of surMaine were represented. The panel
of judges was comprised of the vival justified the article rented.
George Ott
speech teachers from the participating co llege, "Ed" Witham representing Colby.

The regular meeting of Student
Government was held at 7 :30 on
Monday evening. The treasurer reported that the .total assets are
$1,524.90.
Sheila Campbell reported for the
movie committee that $51.00 was
' Mid ge's dancing experience started at the age of six at the New taken in on "Death of a Salesman."
Dance School with some courses in Modern Dance. Not caring par- Since expenses were $30.00, $21.00
was cleared on the movie.
ticularly for this , she went on t o ball et at the A rt Scho ol of Carnegie
Pete Lockwood reported that the
Hall. After some time there, she decided that she would like to be- Campus Chest Fair will be held in
come a ballet dancer, and from then on spent more time stud ying at the Women's Union gym. v
A discussion was held concerning
Martha Graham's.
po
lling day. It was moved, seconded
'
At the encouragement of her parents to pursue a more academic
and voted that the Student Governlin e, Mid ge entered Bennington wi th the int ention of majoring in ment officers for next year be elected
psychology or literature. . However, the dance programs at Bennington before the scheduled pollings day.
proved inviting, and she found herself giving her time to dance. At It was also voted that class officers
the school she has appeared in the Spring and Fall dance perform- be elected according to the plan submitted by Dick Morrison.
ances, as well as finding time to study under Mary Anthony.
Dean Nickerson made the sugMid ge's objectives at Colby are twofold. First and foremost of her gestion that Student Government or
teaching objectives is to impart the experience of the dance to the a committee of it conduct a survey
students ; that is to give them an idea of the feeling of dancing, the or inventory of the organizations in
existence on campus. Ih this manexpr es sion and the mo vement of the bod y. The second objective is to ner the overlapping of functions of
teach the girls the technicalities of modern dance which involves the different clubs could be eliminated.
form s and positions used in modern dance.
Due to the peoccupation with the
Midge is, at present, working on the Modern Dance Production honor system this program will be
suspended until the new council
which will be presented March' 9th at 8:30 in the Women's Union takes office.
and which will consist of two dances, Petroushka and The Rite of
There being no more business the
meeting was adjourned at 8^45.
Spring.

Once again this year, Colb y has in its Women's Physical Education
Department a young instructor from Bennington College. Mid ge
Godlin is sp ending a f ew of .the winter "months at Colby as par t of a
work program which has been established by Bennington to enable
its s tudents to have some t ime te aching in their specific fields.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Continued from Page Two
cally and militarily retaining the
status quo of present world politics.
Co-existence under this method will
have its longest life.
(2) A continued arms build-up
that can retaliate against. Soviet
attack when and if it is launclied
against the U. S. plus an aggressive
(sometimes military) policy aimed
at re demp tion of small soviet-dominated nations, such as Poland.
(3) A continued arms build-up
plus a diplomatic furtherance of our
present .forei gn policy that would
enable u s t o s u ccess f ully acco m plish
a surprise invasion of Russia. This
would cost a hell of a lot of lives—
including most of Colby's males—
but whether the lives lost in an all
out war now would be greater than
a 1992 war is questionable.
So far, I have presented the
practical side 6*f the situation. This
must be separated from the idealistic or impressionistic side of the
situation, and this the Wesleyans
fail to do. It is true,- as they say,
that an arms build up by the ,U. S.
does not further our prestige in some
foreign lands—notabl y India. Howsever, the day when an answer to one
problem solved all related problems
is gone—and , in fact, that day
probably never existed'. We have "a
serious ideological battle to iight,
but it cannot interfere with and
supersede tho importance of our
military or self-preserving fight. If
it does, both battles are lost. Tho Wesleyans say that, "the outcome of every arms race, ih history
has been war, and this one is carrying us headlong in the same direction. " True, there can be no question about this, but ; a half in our
arms build up is suicidal unless or
until the Soviet Union allows complete inspection of hor arms supplies
and potentialities. If the Communists do not allow tin's, thon eventual
war is inevitable and let's bo prepared since many of our military
men predict that it will bo ovor—ono
way or another—in throo weeks.
The Wosloyana aro also quite \inhappy about our recent aid to tho
undemocratic Saud. This is ono of
tho several places whoro strategic
military considerations must .take
precedence oyer the impressing of a
handful of Arabs—even though thoy
other support in order to triumph
sorely nood all possible moral and
ovor the throat that tho present
^
Middle Eastern
crisis has brought
oh thorn. Wo needed tho air base in
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Ever-popular handy UM packs!
America 's fastest-growing King.... largest-selling Regular filter.

Newest, modern box. Crush-proof.
Closes tight! Flavor stays in... everything else stays out,

Smoke moder nLMand always get
ti i

•» •

#¦

• full excitin g flavo r
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...PLUS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP V>^
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Yes , you aro fr oo to choose . . . only when you smoke
modern L*M. And only LAM give s you the '-flavor.. .,
.
the full , exciting flavor that makoa L&M . . .

01957, Liooina, Mtms Tobacco Co.
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AMERICA

"A Face in the Crowd stars Andyas a TV person ality wh o
enjoys a meteoric rise to stardom
/ . . Griffith also stars in the role
he created and made famous on the
Broadway stage in "If o Time for
Sargeants" . . . both for Warners.

n<1k& P aJ iiUoH QoMtet "
"V

Griffith

High under the eaves of Roberts Union, sandwiched between the

infirmary and the numerous lounges on second floor, lies Colby's art
department. Here, amidst awe-inspiring steel beams and exposed
wires,. future artists receive their basic training. Aluminum weatherproofing reflects the glare of unshaded light bulbs, and the beaverboard partitions shake with every passing zephyr.
In this Parisian garret, as President Bixler appropriately described
it, are held the history of art courses and the studio classes. The first
room is used for many purposes—storage, some classes, posting assignments. The lecture room, with two slide projectors, is in the
center, and the studio, where paintings and sculptures are done, is
next door. Behind these are the office and workroom.
Another dim recess is a storage room for the band instruments.
This has been a source of confusion. More than one hand member
has bounded gaily up the stairs to fetch his instrument, only to find
that he has plunged into the midst of a life drawing class. Many an
otherwise quiet afternoon has been shattered by a tuba solo or the
strains of Hail, Colby, Hail floating up from the Hurd Room below.
Unfortunately, there is no space to exhibit Colby's growing collection of prints and paintings.* At present, these acquisitions are hanging in various spots in Roberts and Women's Unions. The well-known
Jette collection of Early American art is displayed temporarily in Foss
and Woodman Halls. Few people realize the value of the Winslow
Homer paintings in Roberts Union. These collections are outstanding
for a small college, and Colby has few rivals in this aspect. The present
method of showing temporary exhibitions in the library hampers the
flow of traffic; the pictures are in danger of being knocked accidentally
by a student late for the next class.
The most desirable art books on campus are kept in the art department. Several students have wondered at the lack of good books
dealing with art in the stacks. The school owns some excellent ones;
they are merely in a different location.1 Everyone is welcome to
<
.
browse through the bookshelves there.
increased.
In the
has
greatl
The popularity of art courses at Colby
y
past six years the number of art majors and those taking the courses
for enjoyment has doubled.
Colby offers courses in both the history and practice of art. Majors
must take both types" of courses, although they may emphasize one or
the other. It is not necessary that the student have talent in art. He
may concentrate on the history and appreciation of art , rather than
on the practical aspect. Through the integration of history and studio
Continued on Page Six
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Downtown Flicks!!!

Beginning this week and continuing thru March 26th, the Haines
and State1 theaters will be conducting an "Academy Awards Sweepstakes." All patrons of either theater are eligible for the prizes, which
will be awarded to the person (s) most accurately selecting the winners of the Academy Awards . . . taking place in Hollywood at the
end of this month. Ballots (or rather) entry blanks will be available
in the lobbies of both the State arid Haines thru the 26th of March
. . . So try your skill and win some wonderful PRIZES!!!

J ames Stewart stars as Charles Lindbergh in "The Spirit . of St.
Louis " a Leland Hayward-Billy Wilder production in CinemaScope
for Warner Bros. The Warner color adventure drama is bused on
Lindberg h's Pulitzer Prize book and tells in exciting detail the story
of his historic transatlantic flight. Lindbergh influenced the lives of
everyone on earth —for in the 33 hours and 30 minutes of his flight
the air age becarrie a reality.
INSIDE BRIEFS! !!
Warner Bros, has purchased the rights to "The F. B. I. Story,'*
Don Whitehead's best seller . ..' . "Sayonara," James Michener's story
of the Orient has almost completed shooting on location in Japan—
Marlon Brando stars . . . "The Man of 1000 Faces," the life story of
Lon Chaney, Sr. is scheduled for early release at U I . . . Elik Kazan's

j
j

WELCOME TO

j

Ai Core y 's Musi c Center
"Come In and Browse Around"
LATEST DIXIELAND JAZZ

j
I

POPULAR
CLASSICAL
RECORDS FDR ALL

j

Haiaes : Fri.-Thurs., March 8-14—
"Battle Hymn" stars Rock Hudson
as Colonel ' Dean, one of the mo st
courageous pilots the U. S. Air
Force has even seen. Martha Hyer
is co-starred in this CinemaScope
color war pic.
Fri.-Thurs., March 15-22—Rogers
and Hammexstein's "Oklahoma"
starriag Gordon MacRae and Shirley
Jones is the SUPERB offering at
this tkeater. (More next issue 1)
State : Sun.-"Wed., March 10-13—
"Drango" stars Jeff Chandler in the
title role with Joanne Dru as the
love angle. "The Boss" is the second
half of this twin-bill . and stars John
Tayne in the title role. The
former is a "typical" w est ern , while
the latter is an unusual feature of
a hard-bitten "boss. "
Thurs.-Satv , March 14-16 — Gina
Lollohrigida is the star of the
English "dubbed"
"Woman of
Rome. " Italy comes through with
another 'piece' of realism in this
unusual pic.
Opera House : Sun.-Mon., March
10-11— "Coeu r De Maman" starring
Rosanne Seaborne is the entirely
FRENCH offering on the top half of
the twin-bill. "Frontier Scout" with
Tony Martin is . the second flick.
Not too potent !
Tues.-Wed., March 12-13 —. Anna
Magnani co-stars with Burt Lancaster in the role which won her an
Academy Award—that of the wife in
Tennessee Williams' "Rose Tattoo."
"The Court Jester" starring Danny
Kaye and Glynis Jones is the color
pic on this GOOD twin bill.
Thurs.-Sat., March 14-16 — Two
real oldies are the components of a
GOOD twin bill. "Two Years Before the Mast" starring Alan ladd
is the story of ships and the men
who sailed them—in the 17th and
•18th centuries! Brian Donlevy costars in this T'color flick . . . "The
Vir ginian" is the fine western starring Joel McRae and Brian Donlevy
(again) which completes the double
offering.
That looks like the story for this
week . . , so until we meet again ,
this is Stan Moger nicking out.
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, Pre pare Now for

Mother 's Day
Come in for .
Gift Suggestions
at

DREAM GIRL V VK^ i

O^

BUDGET SHOP DO WNSTAIRS

fl^n^
Waterville

C&
Ma ine

Smoko -for ro ol.. . smoko Choirorfleld l H $ff

V

'

p>
r~1IgJPi

meals
for the student
IExcellent
D
i
at a prion ho oan afford to pay.
Italian SnndwIohoB & spaghetti
Main Stroot
Watorvlllo
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$60 f o r every philosophica lverso accepted for pulUca - ¦ ' D «««..»..,„,_
tlon. Cheoterfield , P.O. Box 81, New York 46, N.Y.
Wmmmu^
OUrott&U rM* Tobacco Co.

134 Main Street
ambri' s

"My ideal gal has got to be ^^^jT \
From four foot six to six foot three! ^<L l
And I insist, my ideal queen
^|
Be plump or slim or in-between.
;
Bedhead, brunette , or blonde " ... said he,
"I won't complain
if she's a she."
'
,
C
MORALt Dreaming's fine—but you
want to smoke for real. So get behind
a Chesterfield. That's flavor , man!
That's aroma!Speak up and say
Chesterfield—and take your pleasure
BIG. Packed more smoothly by
ACCU-RAY, it's the smoothest
tasting smoke today!

THE YARN
SHOP

..

Main Stroot
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Whore Qualit y,
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Thirty-four Men On Dean's List For Gefoy T Baek
First Semester: Seniors Predominate From Recording
MEN'S DIVISION
First Semester 1956-57
¦
Class of 1957

Malcolm E. Blanchard,
Dover-Foxcroft, Me
^ W. Cameron, Fairfield , Me.
John
Walter C. Dainwood, La Mesa,
Calif
4
Melvin B. Dunn, Watertown, Mass. .
Kyoichi Haruta, Tokyo, Japan
John G-. Koeiler, Cranston, R. I.
David H. Mills, Holden, Mass.
Malcolm N. Remington, Wesibport,
Conn
,
Laurent B. Roy, Winslow, Me.
Arthur H. Smith, Union Springs,^
N. Y
Richard G. Stratton, Portland , Me
Frederic W. Toppan , Cambridge,
Mass

In 1957/ more periple than ever
before in U. S. history will take to
the highways for vacations.
More , too, will b e stopping at
some roadside eating place — and
eating more than they ever do at
borne.
So says J. F. Edwards , President, Greyhound Post Houses Inc.,
a division of The Greyhound Corp.
As the world's largest passenger
carrier with a record of 9.5 billion
passenger miles in 1956, Greyhound keeps a sharp eye open for
vacationing eating habits.

Alan C. Wliittaker, Bogota, N. J.
Glass of 1958
David L. Adams, Orono, Me.
George M. Eaton, Salisbury, Mass.
Philip E. Guiles, Newton, Mass. .
Douglas T. Miller, Millington , N. J
Gedeon G. Picher, Waterville, Me.
Bond E. Wheelwright, Boston, Mass
Gerald Wolper , Brookline, Mass.
Class of 1959
Donald S. Freeman, Waterville, Me
Arthur E. Goldschmidt, Jr.
New York, N. Y
Gerald S. Lazarus, New York, N. Y
Louis Leotta , Jr. Maiden, Mass.
Class of 1960
William C. Droll , Baldwin , N. Y.
Richard L. Hilton, Cumberland
Center, Me
Leon R. Holmes, Willimansett,
Mass
Chester W. Lewis, Norwich, Conn.
Ralph D. Nelson , Jr., Westboro,
Mass
Louis R&der , Stamford, Conn.
Andrew L. Sheldon, Northfield,
Mass
Douglas O. Thompson , Avon, Conn
George G. Welch, Jr., Watertown,
Conn
Donald P. Williamson , Stoughton,
Mass

|

The Colby Eight traveled to Boston this past weekend to record their
forthcoming record "While We're
Young." Peter Merrill headed the
Mayflower Hill contingent of twelve PREVENT FOREST F1RIS I
to Ace Recording Studios in Boston
via Portland, Me., where John
Turner (of last year's group) joined
' Thorough technical training HH
WATERVILLE
the "8" . (John sings the solo in !
\ B»
with concurrent program, of hS
Hff
"St. James' Infirmary " on the curorientation. Resi- m|
Bh
j STEAM LAUNDRY j Jgj business
rent record.)
dences in New York and Bos- f§|
f|| ton. "Write College Dean for I|
At 10:00 a.m. Saturday, the "8" I
m Gibbs Girls at Work.
S
began a long recording session which
145 Main St. Tel. TR 2-9515 j
lasted until 1p.m., took a break and I
returned at 7 :30 p.m. to continue
O? s e cret ar ial f||
|§t
Marlborou gh St.
||gj|
through until 1 a.m. A great many s Pick-Up and Delivery Service \ Mm BOSTON 16 S::: ;2t
|M«
PROVIDENCE
. . . 155 An gellSt.
PM
a™,
230
.
.
Pa*
fe^p
only
"YORK
17.
I
:
"
M
I
NEW
"takes" were recorded so that
.V*. MONTCLAIR , NJ. : I 33 Plymouth. St.
£^
the finest would\ be placed on the I Contact Larry Roy TR 2-7914 f ffe
^^^
X^^
r
m
~Jm
12-inch Long Play-Micro-Groove disc,
which will be released to the public
sometime in the middle of April.
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Pictures of the recording.sessions
will be placed on the backside of the
''jacket.'' The "8" were highly critical of themselves and the benefit of
their criticisms will be heard on the
record. A sample of each song will
be played in the Spa this week and
until the finished platter is released.
Columbia records is pressing tWe disc
for the c *8."
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"Trouble Starting Your Car?"

!

|

| The all year Gasoline Fuel System Condition er j
Absorbs Moisture in gas tank and Fuel Lines
I

, 0OOK 'S GUL F SER VI CE |

!

Corner Silver and Sprin g Streets
J
J
S Across from Radio Station Phone TR 2-6732 !
Downr ite Friendly Service—Our Motto
j
j
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i w ith his new

SONIC fitptou

i

2

.Ever since Jack bough t his new Sonic
W
S^'teL: .CAPRI phonograph a t the local
^tT^ fJS^^fili
college store—he 's become t he biggest
1
^
^'-^'^W*
Mj *!
B M O C ever. You can join him and
y
-S|
^^ft
\
•^
be the biggest ever,. too, for you
«4|i \
ejp^*^.
;
^*3««h -taJ
can buy a Capri phonocraph for as
^m1ii»% *|E
little as $19.95, This month's
^lyPB ^fe^.special buy is the Capri 550. It 's a „
J ^^^^sSm^T
Sl&^[
w^i
portable A -speed hi-ri phonograph ^S ^^k^^^mWQSm:^
. with WEBCOR automatic changer; |P$l|toj ^
^
^
Features are twin speakers, a
it ^^^^^^^Sgtesiaijg—
Mr^r
^^^
^^^
quality amplifier and a smartl y
^^^.^ST^ItoNaWSra/
sty led cabinet in attrac tive
^^fel! \ -J*
V #!Rf
Two-Tone Forest Green. Specially
^». "Ifflr
priced at your local dealer. .
^^*s«^

SONIC INDUSTRIES , INC. 19 Wilbur Street, lynbrook, N. Y.
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/ A striking three-on-a-match ...

•i I / •
M

M^

J j m or grey stripes predominate on a linen- \

\

¦
^ look rayon jacket... match solid-toned bermuda \
^g^

\

shorts, accent-belted. A bright light... a cotton. roll :up sleeve shirt in
orange,yellow or green. Sizes 8-20.
Jacket $1.0.98 ; shirt §3,98 ; bonniidns $5.98
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! ROLLINS-DUNHAM
CO MPANY

205 Main Street

47 Main Street

!
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Walter J. P. Day

LADIES' APPAREL

Waterville

r

For PLANE and
STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
Call TR 2-6134

EVELYN . CARB INE ' S __

j ' P«^ %kj (J9

Mr. Edwards, who superintends
142 Post Houses in 38 States and
the District of Columbia, and last
year , served 69 million peopl e, reports "Day in and day out,.hamburger is the No. 1 choice."
"Each sector has its own way of
serving the hamburger . In Mississipp i, slaw is served rig h t on the
'burger. On the West Coast they
like it broiled with Bermuda onion
and tomato.
"In the Southwest the 'chili
burger ' gets a bi g call while in New
England the favorite is the DubL-Burger with onion , p ickle and
potato chips. Down South it's well
done with onipns.
I "Ketchup is most popular , mustard second. Some teenagers have
tried hamburger with ice cream on
top, but we certainly don 't recommend it.'*
i Second in popularity for lunch
or a quick bite are the sfalad sandwiches—egg, hum , tuna. And nearl y
everyone takes coffee. The Post
Houses served 18 million cups last
year. And milk tops the soft drinks.
A hi g hl y popular innovation of
recent years is the children 's menu
—and the kids like adults ra le hamburger as their No. 1 favorite.

____
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Seventy-thr ee Women Achieve Deans
List; Twenty-six Seniors Predominate

Gayle A. Schaeff , Sayville, N. Y.
Joan V. Shaw, Westboro, Mass. .
Vir ginia C. True, Dover-Foxcroft,

. Me
Sheila M. Tunnock, Greenwich,
Conn
Norma Williamson , Weehawken,
Class Of 1957 '
Elizabeth Vogel, Lawrence, Mass.
N. J. Ludmila Winter, Warwick, R. I.
Grace E. Bears, Lexington, Mass.
Frances Wren, Somerville, Mass.
Class of . 1958
Esther M. Uigelow, Beverly, Mass.
Giass of 1959
Carol A. Cobb, Cape Elizabeth, Me. Lucinda AHerton , Alexandria, Va.
Beverly A. Colbroth , Concord , N. H. Philippa L. Blume, New York , N. Y. Erla Cleaves , So. Portland , Me.
Elizabeth Ehvell, West Buxton, Me.
Eleanor Gray, Chelmsford, Mass.
Joan B. Guiles (Mrs. ) Waterville
Nancy L. Hansen, Bethesda, Md.
Patricia I. Harrison , Springfield, Vt.
Janet Kimball, Portland , Me. >
Joeelyn Laiy, West Scarboro, Me.
Mary K. Lawrance, Kingston , Mass.
Judy Lowey, Caribou, Me.
Jan L. Maddocks, Fairfi eld , Me.
Candace S. Orcutt, Mahwah, N. J.
Marilyn Perkins, Ellsworth,. Me.
Marguerite Perrini , N ew York , N. Y.
Annette B. Picher, Waterville, Me.
Lucille A. Pickles , Saylesville, H. I.
Elizabeth Powers , East Millinocket
Julie E. Pullen , Augusta, Me.
Isobel ¥. Hafuse, Simsbury, Conn.
Rona Rosenthal (Mrs.), Wat ervill e
Shirley A. Transue, Avon, Conn.
Doris Turcotte Skowhegan, Me.
^
Jud ith Wi ggin , Sanford , Me.

Sheila Campbell , Augusta, Me.
Mary Ellen Chase, West Hanover,
Mass.
Jane M. Daib, West Hartford, Conn.
Barbara A. Eield, Manchester, Conn.
Elna M. Portenbaugh , Westfi eld ,
N. . J.
Sara P. Fritz, Warwick , R. I.
Cynthia L. Gardner, East Hampton,
Conn.
Virginia George, Morristown, N. J.
Jane Gibbons, White Plains, N. Y.
Marcia E. Griggs, Westport, Conn.
Caroline Hall , Norwalk , Conn.
Robin L. Hunter, West Barrington ,
R. I.
Anne Kimsey, Darien , Conn. '
Joan Muir , New Britain , Conn.
Mary Ellen O'Reilly, Upper Back
Eddy, Pa.
Helen B. Payson, Yarmouth, Me.
Marcia Phillips , Springfield , Mass.

gfc£.v. :,u—jj d ;_ - •.y si
'* " '
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Scholar Forms
Due fa y March 20

The Senior Scholars Committee
wishes to announce that applications
for the Senior Scholars Program,
academic year 1957-58, are now
available to the. members of the present junior class.
Janice E. Coburn, Portland, Me.
A Senior Scholar shall pursue
Anne Goodrich , Hartford, Conn .
throughout his senior year a program
Marion Kimball , Madi son , N. J.
or course of study for which he shall
Ruth E. Lord , Belmont, Mass.
receive academic credit equal to two
Janice McGourty, Stamf ord , Conn or three year courses: The proposed
Carroll Metcalf , Wynnewood, Pa. program shall be selected by the
Gaile P. Noble, Cresskill, N. J. ' student with the approval of the
Linda Smalley, Rego Park , N. Y.
chairman of the department in which
K. Gail Wulff , Newtonville, Mass. the student is majoring, and of the
faculty member(s) under whose suClass of 1960
pervision the program is to be carJu stine Brown , Waterville, Me.
ried out. A description of the inIris A. Cofman , Lynn, Mass.
Ann H. Dudley, Bowdoinham, Me. tended course of study is to be submitted as part of the student's appliDixie P. Mack , Derry, N. H.
cation .
Carlene A. Perry, Brownville
Tlie selection of a senior scholar
"
Junction, Me
anil the approval of his proposed
Janice A. Rideout , Oakfield , Me.
Barbara J. Tansey, Shawmut, Me. program shall include the commitNancy G. Walker , Westboro, Mass tee's designation of the number of
course credits to be allowed for the
Margaret D. Wetzel , Rockville
Centre, NT. Y satisfactory completion of the program .
Carol A. York , Waterville, Me.

<*'What's it like to he

'QSf "' ¦ Ylj A PHYSICIST AT IBM?"

ve ear a
"
ilL
? 9°' cotfege senior Nick Heirimer asked himself this question..
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Toda y' as Administrative Assistant to the Quality Control manager , Ni c k
^rs ^^^ Hl^H® li^^ teg»iaa ^i
revi ews his experience at IBM and gives some pointers that may be helpful
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you
<n taking the first , most imp orta nt step in your care er as a physi cist.
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"I was tremendously impressed,"says
Nick, "by my first plant tour. When
you go through the facilities—meet
the men and get an idea of the problems they handle—you can't help but
become interested. Add the friendly,
informal work atmosphere, and you
0
*
^ P6°P e
hav^'story ^ tell."
Nick came to IBM in 1951 with a
B.S. in physics. He started as a Technical Engineer-in Test Equipment
Engineering-working on an analog
bombing system. When that proje ct
moved from the Endicott to the

tion of alloys ... or of the properties
of metals, such as the resistivity of
germanium. Then, there are the important 'analysis of failure' and
reliability studies, in which you seek
to determine, for example, the 'life
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Poughkeepsie plant, Nick followed it, Mmmmmm§mmmmm^
becoming first an Associate Engineer,
Problems fascinatin g to the physicist
~
,
then a Project Engineer. As the latexpectaricy of a device> the mean
^^^^^^ S^P^8^^8I^^S time between failures, or perhaps
which step in a process has the great\
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Hooding up Quality Engineering

.

.
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ter, he worked on IBM s first transistorized electronic computer-the 608.
„
, .u- .. „,. , '
,
,
«
By November, £6
, Nick was heading «p Quality Engineering in the
¦
Quality Control Division of the
Poughkeepsie plant. Recently promoted to Administrative Assistant to
the Quality Control manager, Nick
now concerns himself jwith,.the funda..
j. i
i.
• of» .this
mental
operations
and policies
450-inan division. Quality Control is
responsible for the performance of
IBM's vast array of business machines-from simple sorters and
punches to the "electronic brains."
Wh«t
What an IBM nhvsici.t
physicist do»c
does
"The problems of Quality Control
in this business are endless," 'Nick
reports, "and fascinating to the physicist. There's process control—of the
manufacture of components such as
transistors and cores... of the contents of a gas ... of tho concentricity
of an etch solution ... of the diifrac-

mmmm

glass

X-ray tubes

on
to
of
avoid spill-over, ox microscopic spotarc-suppression, or gaseous electronics» the grassroots of instrumentation ;
or *n ^e estimation of tolerances, or

mmmemmimF\r~~
utaamsm
P
i ^^ S Bffl ^ffiflPwl
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"
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tration. and concentricity of colloidal
solutions?" "Present a job in terms
of actual problems," believes Nick,
"and you'll get the man's interest—
for it's his career and his future that
have top priority."
How about further study?
Nick haS taken ful1 advanta 2e of
IBM's
coursesextensive educational facilities
tn cret aWd ar FRM ITpwork
tnnk at lpait
one course each semester on subjects
withia
his immediate
areaital
and
analo
on diS
S com*
Peters and on their components such
as cores and transistors- He found
time to take management courses as
well. "If you want opportunity for
study,"Nick says, "IBM will provide
ah you want."
WT~ ^
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Promotion

*

Inevitable

In addition to the approved program , a Senior Scholar shall enroll
in such other courses as will permit
him to ^ satisf y the graduation requirements of the college, with the
provision that certain requirements
for completion of the major may be
waived by the department chairman
or the major advisor. When notified of his selection as a Senior
Scholar, a student shall be provided
with a complete list of the "understandings " which, shall govern!Ms
work and which must be complied
with as a prerequisite to the granting of academic credit for the work
performed.
The sole qualification for application is to be enrolled as a memher
of the senior class according to the
college rules on "class, standing. "
No minimum academic standing is
set for applicants , but students selected must have a demonstrated
academic ability and shown promise
of ability to pursue a program of
independent work and investigation
of the sort described .an the applir
cation. Qualifications will be judged
on the basis of approval of the program , separate recommendations by
the chairman or advisor and other
members of the faculty, an interview
by the Committee, and a review of
the student' s record .
Application forms may be obtained
f rom P rof essor Gary, 102 Johnson
Hall and must be returned to him
by March 20. All applications must
be approved by the applicant' s department chairman or advisor and
tutor. Further details are on the
application form .
Notification of the names of the
students selected will be announced
at the Recognition Assembly in May.
Additional information concerning
the program may be obtained from
the Senior Scholars Committee, R.
Gary, Chairman ; H. Holland , Secretary ; J. Clark , P. Osberg, D.
Bridgman.
THE PARISIAN GARRETT
Continued from Page Four
courses , the department aims to
teach students the development of
art and give an insight into the
history of ideas , and to develop skill ,
and understanding through practice.
In all courses , clarity of thinking,
writing, and discussing problems of
art is stressed.
-The Art Club , which meets in the
art room Thursday ni ghts at seven
o'clock is open to all students interested in working on ori ginal projects.
The department is open at all times
to visitors who wish to investigate.
Go up to the third floor and around
the corner , and there lies the art
w orld o f Colhy.

Crammin g
for Exams?

*
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Asked about opportunities for adTOHEfTfPlrlW^I\4<
! vancement at IBM, Nick says, "The
<
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situation could, hardly be better in
that respect. TVith sales doubling
^
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BftHHH Kkte'J every five years on the average, proBi/Uj BHHB mSi 'y
motion is almost inevitable."
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kivg you some idea of what it s like to be
correlat ion coefflcienta^ that h , J Mcist at IB¥ . There are equal opP°^ies {orEJ- B/a . M.n/8, mate
•
physlcally
**
* sound nlim bers."
ticiana and Liberal Arts major s in IBM's
many divisions—Research, Manufacture
Nick has been instrumental in
*«« Engineering, Sales and Technical
encouraging many college physics
niajo rs to come to IBM. "I find
%
f a^%^
they re lnterested in ^"estions like
BUpply
our lateat brochure and tell
can
„
. you 'wn fn'IBM
^j h mit intervlow on
theae he says. ,< How WQU ,d yQU gQ
your campus. Meanwhile, our Manager
about determinin g the 'life ' of jelecof Engineering Recruitment, Mr. R. A.
trons in transition from the valence
™^ 3^
to tto conduction band?" Or, in .the
S
^f
u^
^
^
•
manufacture of magnetic inks, "How
I B M , Room 0301
coo Madison A-vo., Now York 22, N. Y
can the grain size of the iron content
be controlled ... or its viscosity reguHPWPffW irmnHATioMAi.
'
machines
lated over wide temperature ranges?"
B f f f f i Sj u l l DUS,NESS
How would ypu control the cohcenflflfyftajfa Mi^i conponATioN
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fight "Book Fatigue" Safely

Your do ctor will tell you—a
INfoDoz Awakener is safe as an
average cup of hot, black coffee, Take a NoDoz Awakcner
when you cram for that exam
...or when mid-afternoon
brings on those "3 o'clock cobwebs." You'll fmdNoDoz gives
}rou a lift without a letdown...
lelps yon snap back to normal
ana fight fatigue safely!
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ing will be performed by John Curtis, Doug Miller , Berfc Angrist, and
Dave Trevitt.
t,Miss Midge Godlin of Bennington
College ha s contribut ed much time
and effort to make the production a
success as well as all the members
of the Modern Dance class. ' This
Blanchard ; Vice President, James production ' will prove a definite conRogers ; Treasurer , William Rock- tribution to Colby's theatrical repenek ; and Secretary,' Nathan Adams. toire.
fe P h i u Delta Theta : President,
George Pierce ; Vice President, WilNEWHALL PRESENTS
liam Orne ; Treasurer, Christopher
Continued from !Page One
Magginniss ; and Secretary, Dick
Merriman.
within the fifteen week period , the
Alpha Tau Omega : President, teachers who desire credit are exDonald Crowely ; Vice President, pected to have read George LenzowCraig Harkins ; Treasurer, Richard ski's book entitled, "The Middle
Campbell; and Secretary, Thomas East in World Affairs."
LaVigne.
Professor Newhall enjoys presentLambda Chi Alpha : President, ing his lectures to a television audiBruce Blanchard ; Vice President, ence as the program covers a one
John Martin ; Treasurer, David hundred thirty mile radius, and,
Woodbury ; and Secretary, Paul therefore, many may "take advantage
Svendsen. (
of it. Needless to say, he,prefers
Kappa Delta Rho : President, the personal contact tbat classroom
Terry Mayo ; Vice President, Fred teaching provides, but considers the
Webster ; Treasurer, Bruce Mont- two forms of education entirely
gomery ; and Secretary Allen Mac- separate from each other. To try to
Lean .
compare them is -next to impossible.
Tau Delta Phi : President, David He feels that his television course
Mills ; Vice
President,
David offers-him the opportunity to talk to
Rhoades ; Treasurer, George Den- a "class that isn't there," tbe end
neen ; and Secretary, Philip Tira- result being the same . . „ education.
bassi.
After thirty-two years' with the
Sigma Theta Psi : President, Barry history department at Williams
Ginsburg ; Vice President , William College,
Williamstown,
MassaWinslow ; Treasurer, Richard Estes ; chusetts, Dr. Newhall retired last
and Secretary, William Barnett .
June. He is at Colby teaching lender a fellowship of the John Hay
TWO DANCES
Whitney Foundation. After his year
at Colby, he will return to his home
Continued from Page Ono
Stravinsky, is an allegory describing in Williamstown.
the sacrificial dance to the fertility
The course , which began January
of the earth. Polly Seeley is fea- 20, is presented Sundays over
tured , in the leading role. Through WMTW-TV, channel 5. It is telefolk dances and oriental influences vised "live" from the Mt. Washthe Modern Dance Club will render ington TV studio in Poland Springs,
their own interpretations of fire, from 1:30 to 2 :00 p.m. The proearth, and sun, among many other gram provides an excellent means
aspects of spring. A highly intri- whereby its listeners seeking credit
,
cate movement will be interpreted or not may learn more about the
,
by Meredith Lermond , Mila Winter, Middle East and its importance in
Dian e Grant, and Lila Wade. Some current world affairs .
of the more stirring and agile danc-

Fraternities Announced

The results of the elections of
Colby's sororities are as follows :
Alpha Delta Pi: President, Loi s
Munson ; Vice President, Ellie Fortenbaugh.; Recording Secretary,
Carol Hathaway ; Corresponding
Secretary, Lynn Webber ; Treasurer,
Ann Goodrich ; Registrar, Corinne
Batchelder ; Chaplain , Mila Winter ;
Guard, Xynne D'Amico ; Historian,
Margaret Smith ; Pan Hellenic Representatives, Marcia Griggs and
Carol Kristiansen ; and Co-Rush
Chairm en , Kathy Lamneck and Dot
Greenman.
Chi Omega : PresidentYSara Stewart ; Vice President , Cindy GardGinny Agney ;
ner ; Secretary,
Treasurer , Barbara Hunter ; Pledge
Train er, Kay German ; Pan Hellenic
Representatives, Marilyn Dyer and
Judy Colbath ; and Co-Rush Chairmen, Nancy Thompson and Chris
J?,and.
Delta Delta Delta : President,
Beryl Scott ; Vice President, Marion
Woodsome ; Recording Secretary,
Marilyn Clark , Corresponding Secretary, <Jayle Schaeff , Treasurer,
Sheila Campbell ; Marsha,!!, Fr an
Wren ; Chaplain , Sally Fritz ; Pan
Hellenic Representatives , Fran Wren
and Sue Fetlieiston ; and Rush
Chairm an , Marietta Pane,
Sigma Kappa is to be announced
March 17.
Colby fraternities have elected the
following officers for the second
semester. Delta Kappa Epsilon :
Pr esident, Eli Martin ; Vice President , Peter Vloches ; Treasurer ,
Joseph Grim ; and Secretary, "William Foehl.
,
'
'Zeta Psi : President , Gerald Ventura ; "Vice President , Thomas Roy ;
TreasuTer , Richard Keddy ; and Secretary John Shufce.
Delta Upsilon : President , Malcolm
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CLUE: This Ohio college was established in 1881' as
Educational Branch of YMCA. It acquired its present
name in 1929.
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All contestants who successfully completed the
first 24 puzzles in Old Gold's Tangle Schools
contest are required to solve eight tie-breakers in
order to compete for the first prize of a World
i
Tour Por Two, and the 85 other prizes now tied
for. Note that the above puzzle contains the
names of three schools, for which three
separate cluea are given.
JM,
Puzzled About Cigarette
i^^^KL
Claims? Try today 's Old Golds
-g^s^ B^Bm
¦
;
King
Regulars,
.,
Size or •
^^^^^K^^ j ^W
Filters and enjoy terrific taste ^^^W
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| ^^ffl^^^*MS?
., . thanks to Old Gold's
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p
exclusive blend of nature• **.
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Iff
so light, so golden bright.
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HOLD UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED ALL EIGHT TIE-BREAKERS
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Arrow's University collar has been on the
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campus hit parade right from the start. And
^^iJ^^^^^ W
now this famous button down collar (with
Jiwii^^Mimi^^^^
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center button in. back) is also available in a
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smart knit shirt ! Traditional
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CLUE: Opened in 1889, this is the undergraduate college
for women of a large eastern university. It is named for
an eminent educator who advocated its establishment/
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a record seller •

TIE-BREAKING
PUZZLE

CLUE: This coeducational state university is located in
the Sduth and was chartered in 1820, opened in 1831.
In 1865 most of the university buildings were burned
by a body of Federal cavalry.
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by Don Freedman
warming
of
the weather and the nearing of spring
Witb. the
vacation, the Varsity Baseball team began getting under way with
•¦ formal practices.
..
All the members of the- squad except those who played basketball,
began getting into shape on February 1. The benches and basketball
floor were taken apar t this week to leave room for batt ing and fielding
practice. Although the team does not play its first game until March
23, Coach Winkin has already chosen his team. The first game inaugurates the nine, game southern swing. Since the team will not be
able to get outside un t il the schedule begins, the Coach had to base
the line-up on last year's performances and th e players' progress dur¦
.
ing the practices so far this year.
*

The' team will carry seventeen men
on the roster for tbe southern trip.
The liile-up is only tentative because
actual playing conditions may show
a need for variations in the team.
the
However , barring mishap^
be
as
-follows
:
southern roster will
Hunt,
Charlie Luethke, lb; Dickie
2b, Norm Gigon, ss; and Lloyd
Cohen, 3b. Tommy Collins is/ a
prime candidate for a starting berth
and rounds out the. fiv e infielders
making- the trip. Neil S^inneford ,
Will Laverdiere, and i^hil Golden will
start in the outfield with Lee Oberarleiter seeing plenty of action on
the journey. George Pierce will start
behind the plate' with Dan Madden
fighting for the job along with Mike
Farren. The powerful mound staff
will boast two seniors at the top of
the list who sport enviable records.
Captain Pel Brown has a 15-0 record
at Colby ih Varsity competition .
Eddie Lagonegro has maintained a
14-1 record in his two years on the
team . The 29-1 record between them
shows some of the reason that Colby
has maintained such a highly rated
team, throughout recent years. Backing them are two jun iors in Warren
Judd and George Deneen, and the
Joe Grimm, Tony Ruvo sophomore
punch.
Tho p itching staff is very adequate
and the veteran outfield (Stinneford
was third team All-American and
Laverdiere All-Maine last year) extremely competent. Tbe big question mark for the coming season is
the all-sophomore infield. If they
come through, Colby will continue
to post tho fine record that it has
in tlio past.

WAA Will Hold
Spring Activities

.
- j .1
tit
a
t
In conjunction wn*n vv. x\. .».
'
activities, five Colby women were
tested Saturday, March 5, at th o
Basketb all-Official ' s Rating Session
:ifc Winslow. Tho ratings were made
uncording to performance made both
working on the floor and in a written
exam. Miss Vlahakos and Jane
Spokosfield achieved a local rating,
tho noxt step only being a National
Hating. An ass ociate ratin g went to
Joitn Kin g and Shirloy Transuo
while Judy Bossier, a fr eshmen and
now to tho officiating bu siness ,
achieved an intramural rating.
Others inter ested ma y still got
thoir intramural ratings by officiating at tho Annual W. A., A. Basketbal l Tournament to bo hol<l March
13-19. It is, from this tournam ent
th at the honorary class and varsity
teams aro , chosen.
' All aro urged to note tho sign
up list in tho Union for tbo Sprin g
Tournam ents , vy hi oh are to b o p layed
between April 2nd and the 21st.
Tin's tournament includes tho following Sports : badminton doubles and
singles , bowlmg, table tennis, singles
and d oubles , dock tennis singles arid
doubles ,, shuffl e board doubles ,, paddle tennis sin gles" and. doubles, and
ping pon g doubles and singles. Hero
in your chance, girls, to gel, somo of
those extra points you'll need for
Mint numeral or cup you 've got your
oyo on! Tbo sign up list will bo
taken down Saturday, March 16.

West Point Powerhouse
Downs Colby Pucksters

Baby Mules . •
Down MCI Five

Waterville, Feb. 27 — The Colby
Frosh quintet closed their/ '56 season with an almost perfect record
by defeating the M. C. I. Huskies,
85-64. This was their 16th consecuThe Baby Mules
tive victory.
dropped only one game, which was
to Old Town High.
Tonight's game saw an inspired
Frosh team jump to an early lead
and hold it throughout the evening.
The i standout scorer for the Frosh
was Eddie. Burke who came up with
26 points^ Big Ed Marchetti trailed
Burke with 18. Leon Nelson and
Bob Purdy were t also in double
figures for the evening, Leon scoring
12 and Bob scoring 610.
The top scorer for the Huskies
was Bob Morin with 15 followed by
Joen Densmore and Pete Stewart
with 12 apiece.
In the rebound department Colby
showed a decisive edge by picking
off 67 as compared to the 34 of the
Huskies. Leon Nelson leaped bis
way to 21 of Colby's rebounds ^while
Ed Marchetti hauled in 12.
Colby's shooting was also outstanding. Percentagewise, the Baby
Mules had a 43% average from the
floor. The Huskies' average was a
close 38% but Colby's domination of
the ball allowed M. C. I. fewer attempts at scoring.
As the game progressed, the Huskies picked up their scoring pace
and in. the final frame matched the
Mules 22 points . The scoring by
periods : 21-11 ; 19-14 ; 23-17 j 22-22.

Captain Vigue chasing the puck in ofensive zone

Colb y Five Splits Slate;
Secures Winni ng Season

Boston , Feb. 26—The Colby . .Mules invaded the Boston Garden to-

ni ght and defeated the University of Massachusetts by a score of 7062. The victory was an impressive one, and the large crowd , which
had come to see Holy Gross, cheered the Mules on several occasions.
Colby st ar t ed off in high gear as Capt ain Charlie Twigg paced th e
team to a 37-26 lead at half time. The Mules were deadly from th e
f oul line, collecting 22 points from the charity stripe. As the second

half started the Mules widened their lead and Coach Lee Williams
substituted ireel y. The Redmen narrowed the gap with a f ourth
quar ter flurry but it was too little and too late. Twigg took scoring
honor s' with 28 points while Johnny Edes had 13 and Larry Cudmore
had 11. Jack Foley led the University of Massachusetts with 18 points

Varsity Pucksters
Down Polar Bears

Brunswick , Feb. 27 — Colby beat
Bowdoin for the eighth straight time
today at the new Bowdoin Rink . The
hapless Polar Bears were no match
for 'the strong Colby sextet. The
Mules dominated tlie play and the
score would have been higher except
for goalie Fritz' 'brilliant saves. ,He
turned back 69 Mule shots, some in
rapid succession.
Colby scored twice in the first
period , 4 in the second 'and 6 in the
Colby Frosh (85)
third. The score ' -was 8-0 before
' G F' P
Bowdoin tallied. Colby's powerful
Burke
12 2 26 '
first line scored 10 of the 12 goals.
Nigro
1 1 3
The sharpshooting trio played outNelson
6 0 12
standing hockey and won the apBerberian
^ 0 0 0
plause of tho home fans. Bob Keltie
Marchetti
6 6 18
scored five goals, Church three goals ,
Rose
0 0 0
and ,Morrison tallied twice. Captain
Towle
0 0 0
Guy Vigue and Don Cote scored the
4 1 9
Zasli '
other two goals. Fast skating, good
Rodon
1 4
6
stick handling, and key cheeks, by
Pnrdy
5 0 10 , the Colby p l ayers co ntributed to the
Pollack
0 0 0
overpowering of the Bowdoin toam.
Roberts
0 1 1
Colby has scored 36 goals on Bowdoin in throo games this year j and
Totals
35 15 85
there is no 'rea so n wh y Colb y sh ould
M. C. I. (64)
n ot continue their hookey supremG F P
acy in Maine next year also . The
Bishop
2 2 6
Colby Mules intend to keep their
Chapman
. 0 0 0
hookey crown at Alfond Arena.

. Stewart
Colotto
Dosnmrais
Morin
Gaboon
Smith .
Masher
v Densmore
Spencer

Totals
1

5 2
1 0
0 2
4 7
0 0
2 1
1 0
6 0
4 0

12
2
2
15
0
5
2
12
8

25 12 64
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ALUMNI HOCKEY GAME
With tho ond of tho hookoy season ,' tho team ami ool logo oan
look bnok on it happily.
Booauso tho squad has dono a wonderful Job , tho Alumni hookoy
ton in would liko to issuo a ohallongo to tho undorgrads,
This
contes t is coining to bo known as
nn annua l affair and will tnko
plaoo on Maroh 16 this yoar.

Vrosh Sextet Win
Over Hudson
Waterville , March 2 — The Frosh
hookey squad ended thoir season this
afternoon by beating tho Hudson ,
Massachusetts Hawks, 7-1. This win
gave'the Frosh' a record of G wins
and G losses.
Tho first p&viod saw the Baby
Mules really looking sharp. Thoir
passing and skating was excellent.
Thoir Ihyii period efforts' nofctod thorn
two goals. One was by Bay Paradis
with an aNsisb from
his roommate
at :80.
At li
Plu^Dovaronne
5
;45
Whitney poked in a second goal .
As tho gamo progressed, it Boomed
that tho Frosh began to lower thornsolves to Hiboir opponents typo of

wiiile JLarlcin and Adamczyk had 13
and 12 respectively.
Waterville , Feb. 2?—The Colby
Mules ended their . 1956-57 season by
suffering a defeat at the hands of
the Maine Black Bears by a score
of 73-65. It was not a crucial defeat , however , since Colby had
clinched the Maine State Title the
previous week when they defeated
Bates. There was a great deal of
interest in a personal rivalry between
Charlie Twigg and Maine's Keith
Mahaney who were vying for state
scoring honors. Mahaney entered
tlie game with 204 points but he was
held tp three baskets and two free
thr ows by the strong Colby defense.
On the other hand , Twig collected
21 points which enabled him to win
the scoring crown by a scant two
points. Tho 214 points which he
amassed resulted i n' a n average of
23.8 points per game.
The gamo itsel f was . a sloppily
played affair with Colby's passing
and shooting being far below par.
Maine led at the hal f by a score
of 37-25 predominantly due to the
fine play of Dick Kosty. His driving layups and deadl y j um p shots
provided tbo Polar Bears witli the
spark th at k ept them in th e lead
for the entire game, Kosty wound
up with 17 points whereas Libby,
Coyne, and Deshon were close bohind with 5.4 points each , Larr y
Cudmoro played one of the finest
gam es of the season as h o talli ed 26
points ' in «.. losing 'oauso. Groat
thin gs can bo expected of him noxt
yoar.
Iiv retrospect , th e season may be
considered a successful ono. The
Maine state title was successfull y
year and it is difficult to envision
defended for tho seventh cons ecutiv e

any of. 'the other 3 Maine schools
depriving Colby of the crown noxt
year, Freshmen such as Marchetti,
Burke, Nelson , and Zasli can bo
(
counted upon to aid tho team and
only ono man. will bo lost duo to
graduation, Thus , tho picture .Js a
bright one for tbo Colby lioopstors '.
game. However, ih spite of tho
changed complexion: of tho game tho
Frosh picked up 2 inoro scores. Ono
\ Continued on Pago Nino

: Wat erville, March 2 — Colby's
gallant Cinderella hockey team
finally met a stronger team in West
Point, wbo outplayed arid outscored
the Mules , 11-3. The home fans, still
enthused from the previous weeks
great win over Northeastern, packed
Alfond Arena almost 2,000 strong
to cheer the 'Colby sextet. However,
before most of the fans were seated
it was evident ihat Colby was going
to have a tough night. Army, quick
to gain on Colby's mistakes, scored
three times in f our minutes as Colby
had some men in the penalty ,box.
The West Pointers were strong, f ast
skaters, and clever stickhandlers ,
and dominated most of the play.
Arm y bad an outst andin g defense in
Ed Hickey and Pete Dawkins. The
Colby Mules found it difficult to
penetrate the Army garrison.
The spirited Colby club had some
chances, but couldn't capitalize on
them.- Playing Jus grand finale for
the Mules was Guy Vigue, who
played his usual " outstanding game.
He scored a neat goal on a pass from
hustling Howie Cates. Dick Morrison also scored two goals for the
home team.
Except f or the first period , when
Colby was shorthanded , which resulted in six goals for the, West
Pointers , Jack Kelly's pucksters
played almost even to Army.
Jim O'Connor arid Pete Dawkins
led the Army attack with four and
three goals respectively. West Point
has lost only three games all year ;
Northeastern 6-2, B. IX 6-5 in overtime, and Harvard 4-3.
These scores help to emphasize
Army's strength in the East. Moreover, with only Captain Guy Vigue
graduating, and with a few individual freshmen coming up, namely
Don Williamson, Ray Paradis , Bob
Taitt, and Don Whitney, an even
better, hockey team can be expected
next year.
West Point (11)
( Colby (3)
Palmer, g
gY Auriemma
Dawkins, rd
rd , Cote
Hickey, Id
Id , MacArthur
Hettinger , rw
rw, Keltie
O'Connor , c
c, Church
Farell , lw
lw , Morrison
Spares — West Point ; Ashbury,
Harvey, McCormack , Evans/Dunn ,
Mellin , Groves , Tilton , Sturgis.
Colby : Gates , Megathlin , Vigue,
Fox, Copertbwaite, VanGestel , MacDonnell.
First Period
1. O'Connor (A), Hettinger 1:58
2. Hickey (A)
. 2 :45
3. Dawkins (A), Harvey V 4 :48
'4. Dawkins (A), Ashbury
8 :11
5. Hettinger (A), O'Connor 14 :52
Second Period

6.
7.
8.
9.

MoCormack (A), Hickey
O'Connor (A) *
Hickey (A), Harvey
"
¦
Vigue (C), Cote
Third Period

10 :58
11:30
14 :28
18:58

10. O'Connor (A), Hiokoy
2 :25
11. O'Connor . (A) '
11:40
12. Morrison ' ,(0)
12 :40
13. Morrison (C), Cote
\ 16 :03
M, Dawkins (A)
18:05
Penalties : Cote (tripping), O'Connor (interference), Hickey (tripping), Goto (illegal oheck), Megathlin (illegal check), Coto( hooking) ,
Cote (holding),. Evans (hooking) ,
Hickey (illegal check), Fox (elbowing), Mellin (illegal chock), Hickoy
'
(slash) .
>
, ,v Saves : Auriemma 33, Palmer 26.
O fUoials : Sullivan and Stewart.
¦!
VARSITY HOCKEY
Colby 12 — Bowdoin 2 ' ( »
\
Army 11 —• Colby 3
]
VARSITY BASKETBALL
Colby 70 — Unf vorsf ty of ;
i
Massachusetts 62 j
Malno 73 —• Colby 05
]
FROSH BASKETBA LL
j

coiby so — m. c. i. oi

!r
FROSH HOCKEY
! Colby 7 —- Hudson 1

;
J

FROS H SEXTET WINS
Continued from Page Eight
came at 7:31 and the other at 9 :47.
Both were scored by Paradis, the
Cblby College is the only college campus in the U. S. with a
first ;with assists from Judge , and
Lapham and the second on an assist Ground Observer Corps. The program, established and maintained
by Whitney. The second goal of by the Colby AFROTC detachment is an important cog in the de-that period was probably the pretfense system of our Eastern Seaboard.
/
tiest of the game. Little Ray took
:
has reported in to
Since
its
institution
in
the
fall
of
1954
the
post
Whitney
at
the
blue
a pass from Don
line and gvmned a long waist-high the , Bangor filter center 600 aircraft . not including light planes.
shot past tie Hawk goalie Arbella. Through the reports of this post and others the 'Continental Air DeThe third period progressed much
fense Command Filter Center track the course and speed of all airthe same as the second and the
Frosh picked up another 3. How- craft in the region. The Center checks reports from G. O. C. posts
ever, the ledoufatable Donnie Wil- against flight plans issued by the various commercial airlines. - If an
liamson, after making the initial aircraft is reported for which their is no flight plan, it is classified an
save on a Hawk shot, watched the "unknown", in which event interceptors may be sent aloft to identify
puck#slide l>y into the twines for the
*
it and take appropriate action.
only Hudson score.
Both Williamson and MacFarlane
Normally the G. O. C. post operates on a basis of four, two hour
did excellent j obs in the net. Mac shifts. The first shift mans the Lorimer Chapel tower at midnight,
worked ..the second period and made
the.last leaving at 8:00 a.m. Occasionally a special alert is ordered at
15 saves while Donnie worked the
which
times the post is manned all day. Special alerts have so far
first and third and made 16.
Phil Devarenne, a converted de- served as nothing more than good training and a means/ of testing the
fenseman, played one of the best efficiency of tlie system. At such times aircraft are sent through the
games he'.s played all season . Ray region and it is noted by the Continental Air Defense Command
Paradi s, who scored 4 of Colby's 7
which posts do, and which posts do not report accurately. Last year
was also outstanding.

Scoring :

First Period

1. Paradis 3 Devarehne
2.' Whitn ey

Second Period

5 :30
14 :45

7.:31
3. Paradis , Judge, Lapham
9 :47
4. Paradis , Whitney
Continued on Page Ten

Officers of Honor
Society Elected

Phi Sigma Iota, the national
modern language honorary society
consisting of both faculty and student members, held elections last
week. The new officers elected by the
group are : President, Marcia
Griggs j Vice President, Ellie Fortenbaugh ; ' Secretary, Mary Ellen
Chase; Treasurer, Jean Shaw. The
outgoing officers were : President , Jo
Lary ; Vice President , Tony Glocker ;
Secretary, Isobelle Rafuse ; and
Treasurer, Jullie Pullen. Previou s
to the elections Leslie . Wyman was
initiated into the Society.
Phi Sigma Iota will play h ost to

the Ground Observer Corps here received special commendation for
its part in a "Special Alert."

The Air Force has recently installed a sound detector device in
the Lorimer Chapel post. This highly sensitive instrument .will prove
extremely valuable in Aircraft detection and distan.ce determination.
This year 89% of the ROTC Freshmen signed up for G. O. C.
duty. Since the program began, 525 Cadets.have donated an estimated 3900 hours to the program. Many cadets have visited the
filter Center in Bangor and connected with the'Dow Air Force Base.
According to Fred Webster, Cadet Commander of the post, training
is but the secondary mission. Of prime importance is the role it plays
in the defense set-up of the region. Colby's G. O. C. post is considered to be of considerable strategic importance since it lies on the
most probable flight paths aircraft might use to attack our eastern
,

'

industrial centers.

Next Film

This week end , on Saturday at 7
and on , Sunday at 6 :30, Stud ent
Government will present one of the
outstanding American films of the
early 1940's, Orson Welles' "Citizen
Kane."
"Citizen Kane" is the story of
Charles Foster Kane, an American
tycoon and press-lord—a man who
inherited
a fortune when he came of
r
age, spent it, lost it , and.made it
again a hundred times over in the
undisciplined pursuit of his own selfsatisfaction and power.
Orson Welles brought to this halfsatiric, balf-melodramatic film his
own personal sense of the 'theatre'
and showmanship—Kane's life was a
natural subject in which he could excel as producer , writer , actor , and
director. He poured all his talent
into this production—creating a new
kind of dramatic expressionalisin-in
film terms. The film is extraordinarily close packed ; almost every one
of its thirty or more scenes are memorable because of the deep mark
which Welles' style makes upon it.
As a film , "Citizen Kane" is one
of the richest mines of file techni que yet created. For all its extravagances, it is a magnifi cient personal achievement , a tour de force
which suceeds.
When the film first appeared,.there
was much controversy, as many people saw in Kane, the person of a
well-known Chicago newspaper publisher.
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For those underclassmen who are
interested in summer work , Mr. McKeen has many opeiings in various
fields. There are jobs for waitresses,
camp counselors, cabin girls., and
counter girls. Many of these are at
summer resorts. For the men there
are many ,jobs open in Maine industry.

SAVE WITH

The Fr iendly

WATERVILLE

Barber Shop

STORE

FOR BREAKFAST , LUNCH , DINNER
SNACKS , SUPPLIES, GROCERIES , MAGAZINES
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What's all the shouting ahout? Winston ,
flavor !It's rich, full — the way you want;
it! What 's more, the exclusive Winston
'

filter does its job so well the flavor really
comes through, so you can enjoy it. For
fin er filter smoking, switch to Winston !
v
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Switch to;WINSTON America's best-sellin g,best-tc gting filter cigarette !
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LITTLE BIG
242 Main Street

The Placement Office has been a
busy place for the last few weeks and
will continue to be so through the
end of April. Mr. McKeenr, Director of Placement, expects to have
twenty-five more companies visit
Colby during March and April. The
companies which will visit and interview seniors include insurance
companies such as Prudential Life
Insurance Company of America ;
banks such as the Federal Eeserve
Bank of Boston ; and chemical companies such as Socpny Mobile and
Vick Chemical«' There are also
government and social agencies looking for college graduates.
The Placement Office has had
quite a1 number of requests from
alumni for work in their business
concerns. They offer a wide xange
from which to select. A number of
seniors ha-ve already been invited
to the home offices for second interviews during spring vacation.
Teaching jobs are now beginning
to be listed . These will become more
numerous at the end of March and
through April , when the Superintendents of schools can begin to plan
for next fall.

¦

Mme. Nisonin in the near future, a few weeks, and will visit French
She is from the Comedie Francaise. classes in addition to speaking at the
Mme. Nisonin will be on -campus foi Phi Sigma Iota meeting.
.^tf

Placement Offices
Continue Pace

"Oitizen Kane"
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FROSH SEXTET WI NS
Continued from Page Nine
Third Period
5. Judge, Linehan, Van Beaver 4 :45
6 :50
6. Rocheleau, Parker
10 :55
7. Paradi s, Lapham •
12 :47
8. Judge, Linehan
(illegal
Penalties :
Rocheleau
MacDermott
(hi-stick) ,
check),
"Whitney (tripping), Borton (hooking) .
Officials : Laliberte, Semieux. ,
FACULTY BRIEFS
Continued from Page Two
tree. Full of glitter and color for a
while, but inevitably bound to
whither and pale from lack of sustinence."
It seems as if Professor Koons advocates that bane of all liberal arts
colleges — specialization . On this
subject he asserted : "Colby is much
too apologetic about specialization.
Our perpetual war cry is "more
general education ." The last thing
I wish to do is to discredit a liberal
arts education . Unquestionably we
must in tro duce students to as m any
areas of knowledge as we possibly
can, but we must not forget another prime objective of the liberal
arts college. Namely, to enable interested students to attain a minimum degree of competence within
their chosen majors. A liberal arts
education must not be allowed to
symbolize a mere dilettantism."
Mr. Koons continued : "Perhaps
one of the main reasons the liberal
arts colleges are constantly forced
to broaden their range of courses and
subject content, is simply the 'average' student. He is not in the least
desirous of tackling more challenging, advanced courses. To put it

The New Puritan
Restaurant. Inc.

a few days m the infirmary.
The symphorns of the Bug's presence 1 were a tight throa, cough,
chills and fever ending ¦with an upset stomach and a nose cold. An'
average of three to five days rest
usually brought temperatures running as high as 104.8° ,' back to
normal.
School Closing Rumor False
Rumors ! star-ted' to spread around
the campus that school would close
and an epidemic declared if twenty
more students entered the infirmary,
Although the infirmary can hold only
twelve patients comfortably, the administration has provided extra beds
and blankets( to meet the increased
enrollment ; The infirmary also has
added an additional nurse to each
shift to keep things under control,
and therefore school will not be
closed no matter how many are
caught by the Bug.

bluntly, the college student has lost
much of his intellectual curiosity. He
is only too willing to sit back and be
spoon-fed little gems of knowledge
that he dutifully relegates to his
note book. Many educators, half in
jest, say that we offer, a college education at the wrong age in a persons life . The average child of 10-14
years , is a far more intellectually
curious person than the college student of 18-22 years of age. Another
age group with intense curiosity is
the supposedly well-settled 35-40
year old group. They are extremely
anxious to -delve into even those
subjects that they intensely disliked
in their youth.
As a matter of fact, they may
readily admit that they have been
handicapped, ironically enough , by
their lack of knowledge particularly
in these spheres of learning."
BUG BELTS CAMPUS
Continued from Page One
soon spread South by way of mouth.
Since that blue Monday, the Bug
has bitten 150 students seriously,
and sent them to the infirmary for
a four day rest. Seven-hundred "and
fifty one students have come for
treatment of aspirin and throat
lozengers—trying to kill the Bug by
hitting the sack early and staying
out of the infirmary where everyone
seemed sicker. Many were able to
cure themselves, yet there , were
others who tried on their own, but
finall y liad to admit defeat and spend

CAMPUS COMMENT
Continued from Page Two
aroused by exhortations, whether in
this column, or by student leaders,
faculty members, ' or, in '• short, by
anyone. The leaders of the religious
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organization must find more -constructive means of arousing interest.
Many students have suggested combining the Protestant groups. • If this
is not desirable, then each groupProtestant , Roman ' Catholic or
Jewish—must begin to find ways of
making itself attract the interest of
more potential or currently inactive
members. No religious group that
does not benefit some students by
first attracting their interest deserves to remain in existence. .Finally, Reilgious Emphasis Week
should not be an end in itself , but
rather a means toward enabling
religion to play a vital and enduring role in campus life.

As the month of February progressed, the Boston Herald reported
that the Klee&ex stock had . risen
four points due .to the massive consumption at Colby college. But it
took more than Kleenex to exterminate the bug. Medical sources report that asprin every four hours,
nose d rops, plenty 'of fluids , and gargling were the fastest cures. Antibodies were not used since the virus
was not effected by it. The Bug
has "almost been killed , but coughing
and nose blowing will be going on
for some time. The only solution is
not to get overtired and to take
plenty of linicaps.
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Starts Sunday—2 Hits
I
| Jeff Chandler — Joanne Dru |
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Starts Next Friday
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! Eoek Hudson
in
Martha Hyer !
"BATTLE
HYMN"
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Tel. TR 2-6021
146 Main Street
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"DRANGO"

plus John Wayne
"TH E BOSS"
. Starts Thursday
i
Gina Lollobrigida
"W O MAN O F RO M E"
Adult entertainment in English

j
j

' All Electric Cooking
Our Kitchen Is Open for
Inspection at all Times
Waterville
Maine
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SUPER SHIRT
LAUNDRY

i
I

Dry Cleaners
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BUNDLE SERVICE

!

74A ELM STREET

you impatient? Do you hate standing
around, twirling your telescope, waitor ark? Cheer up ... now you
*
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BACHELOR
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ASTRONOMERS! Long sunsets make
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Telephone TR 2-5461
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Fred J. Rossignol

JEWELER
Y
Repairing of Watches, Jewelry i
i TR 2-7338
130 Main St. !
Waterville
Maine .
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Watervillo 's
Sterling Headquarters
Agent for Towle — Gorham
Wallace — International — Lunt
Reed and Barton — Heirloom
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what is a hopped-up gondola?

v/hat js a noisy political meeting?

IS .AN angry butcher?

'

'

I
• l
I
I

j

syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send
'cm all with your name, address,
college and classto Happy-Joo-Luclcy,
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

I.

Sh 9m Lamb
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wAAT IS FAKE CLASSICAL MUSIC?

WHAT ISA WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING?
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j ameo butler ,
boston coll?
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WHAT IS A BAD-NEWS TELEGRAM!

WHAT IS A HUG IN HOLLAND?
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Luckies Taste Bette r
, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
" IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER . . . CLEANER
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